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"D ECOMBrXATIO_ O¢ THE ELECTaONS in the (£y03,iX_
ionized column has often been considered a(N2+) =I'9X10-v \300] '

(see, for example, 0pik, 1955), but the uncertain-

ties in the atomic and molecular species present
and in the rate constants have made it difficult to 300 ° K< T_<4500 ° K (3)

predict. Furthermore, recombination has not been - : -
recognized in the observations, so that it has boon where To is the electron temperature, and the gas

judged to be negligible (McKinley, 1961). More and ion temperatures were held at 300 ° K. As a
first approximation, one may take the ambient

recently, however, a relatively high rate constant
has been found for dissociative recombination of temperature _-_200° K for T_. If all ions recom-

bine at rate a, we have n_ = n. Here, we will usecertain molecular ions. We have now observed

recombination at comparable rates in our radar

meteor recordings. &--_= -2X 10 -7 n2 (4)
dt

RECOMBINATION RATE

Recombination rates for all meteoric atoms are

too slow to interest us here. Mehr and Biondi

(1969) have obtained reliable laboratory measures

for dissociative recombination of the most likely

molecules in the meteor environment, N2 + and
0_ +. We do not know what atoms or molecules are

first ionized in the meteoric process. However, if
metallic ions, such ms are seen in meteor spectra,

are created first, we may plausibly expect fast

charge transfer to the atmo._pheric molecules

((3pik, 1958). Then, recombination can be cx-

pressed by

Mchr and Biondi (1969) found

dn
-- = -- omn_ (1)
dt

where n is the electron volume density in cm -3,

and n_ is the volume density of ion species that
recombine at rate _ cm a s-_.

( Te _ -°70
a(Oa +) = 1.9× 10 -7 \300/ ' ....

300 ° K< T,<700 ° K (2)

allm_ing for other ions that do not recombine so

fast and for some atmospheric heating. The
observations are not sensitive to an uncertainty in

of much less than a factor of 2.

13

ANALYTIC APPROXIMATION

If we neglect the effect of recombination on the

radial distribution of electrons in the column, we

can compute tile effect of recombination on the

total line density on the electrons as follows. The

density at distance r from the column axis is taken

to be gaussian with radius p:

n= exp (5)

where q is the electron line density. Initially, we

have q = qo the original line density, and p = r0 the

initial radius. The effect of diffusion (neglecting

recombination) is

p2-_ ro_+4Dt (6)
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and the effect of recombination is

dq fo ® aq _d'-[ = -- 27ra n_r dr = -- -- (7)2rp 2

When we combine equations (6) and (7),

dq dt
- _ (8)

q_ 2_-ro_+8TDt

then, integrating with respect to time, we find

1 1 1
- -- -- + -- (9)
q qo qtt_

where

8_rD
qlim= (10)

a ln[lq- (4Dt/ro 2) -]

Qualitatively, the result of recombination is to

reduce any initial line density to less than an

upper bound qLim.

The exponential decay of the radar signal with
time, caused by diffusion, is often used to measure

the meteor's height. Diffusion alone reduces the

received signal voltage by the factor

L=exp I-- (_)2(ro2+4Dt) ] (11)

(McKinley, 1961), where ), is the radar wave-

length (733.1 cm for our equipment). Differ-

entiating (11), we have

D= k4_r] Ldt (12)

which is used to find D and thence height from
the observed decay dL/Ldt.

If there is recombination in addition to diffusion

and if the recombination is not taken into account

(to do so is difficult, in practice), the height will

be overestimated. The error in height can be
estimated from equations (12) and (8) as

D' [ k'-aq ]Z_D=H In _- =H In 1+ 32_r3D(roLl-4Dt)J

(13)

where H is the atmospheric scale height, and D'

the incorrectly inferred value of D.

EXACT INTEGRATIONS

Numerical integrations were performed to find
the actual distribution of electrons under corn-

bined recombination and diffusion. The electron

density was computed at small intervals of space
and time for 1 s after formation of the ionized

column. The initial electron distribution was

assumed to be gaussian, with radii approximating

Manning's (1958) or 0pik's (1955) estimates, as

tabulated by Southworth (1962).

Table 1 shows some results for a variety of

values of diffusion D (cm2s-2), initial radius

re (cm), and initial line density qo (cm-_). The

tabulated cases cover the brighter end of the

range of line densities observed with our equip-

ment; fainter meteors are little affected by

recombination. To fix ideas, diffusion has been

translated into height ha (kin) by use of Greenhow

and Neufeld's (1955) results as expressed by
McKinley (1961):

log10 D = O.067hD-- 1.6 (14)

line density has been translated into radar mag-
nitude M by Kaiser's (1955) relation

M=35--2.5 log_0 q (15)

At each height, the smaller value of initial radius

is approximately Manning's estimate, and the
larger value is approximately 0pik's.

Results are tabulated for 0.03 s after formation

of the ionized column; this time is representative
for our observations of the electrons in the

principal Fresnel zone. The accuracy of approxi-

mations (10) and (13) is similar at other times.

The tabulated values of M_,, are deduced from

Me and the accurately computed M by equa-

tions (9) and (15); AMli,, is the difference

(M'li,n_Mli_) between MHm and analytic ap-

proximation M'_im deduced by equations (10) and

(15). One sees that the error in the analytic

approximation is small for all tabulated cases,
and one can infer that it is small for all meteors

observed with our equipment.

The integrations also yield the rates of decay
caused by combined diffusion and recombination.

These have been converted into height differences

AhD by use of equation (14) and compared with
predicted values from (13). The differences

between approximation and integration are small

for all cases computed.
The effect of recombination on the relative dis-

tribution of electrons in the column was carefully
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TABLE 1.--Results of Numerical Integratians Compared with A pproximation
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D

l0 S

1_'_'

105

hD

68.7

83.4

98.1

Initial values

re i

0.2

1,4 !

2.0

14,0

20.0

140.0

Mo

5.0

7.5

10.0

12.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

12.5

5.0

7.5

10.0

5.0

7.5

10.0

5.0

7.5

5.0

7.5

Integration results 0.03 s
after formation

AhD

17,9
16.9
12.1
4.0

22.2
19.9
13.1
4,1
6.5
3,2
0,5
8.8
3.4
0.5
0.6
0.1
0.6
0.1

Differences, integration
minus approx-imation

M|imM Mlim

9.19 9.16
9.53 9.35

10.52 9.48
12.57 9.50
8.37 8.32
8.94 8.59

10.31 8.75
12.54 8.77
6.71 6.46
7.90 6.61

10.04 6.62
5.90 5.27
7.65 5.43

10.02 5.44
5.25 3.54
7.53 3.56
5.04 1.38
7.50 1.39

0.34

0.16

0.02

0.00

0.45

0.18

0.02

0.01

0.17

0.02

0.01

0.16

0.02

0.00

0.02

0.01

0.01

0.00

AhD

1.7
1.0
0.4
0.1
2.3

I 1.3
0.4
0.0
0.5
0.0
0.0
1.1
0.0
0.0
0.2
0.0
0.4
0.0,

examined; it turned out to be small in all the

tabulated cases. The gaussian distribution repre-

sented by equations (5) and (6) was always a

good approximation. An apparent magnitude

computed from (5) and (6) would always have

been between 0.0 and 0.2 mag too bright.

OBSERVED IONIZATION CURVES

For each observed meteor, we compute an

"ionization curve" showing the initial radar
magnitude of the ionized column as a function of

position along the column; the position is repre-

sented by the time that the meteoroid passed that

position. Each of the maxima and minima

(collectively "cxtrema") of the Frcsnel pattern

from each station yields one point on tile ionization
curve. The deviations from a smooth curve of the

extrema after the first maximum measure the
amount of ionization in tile later Frcsnel zones.

The effective length of the ith extremum (i:> 1) is

1 [ xR

F,_ _ _] 2[i-- (3/_)]
(16)

and is measured

(17)

after the meteoroid passes the center of the zone.

Here, R_-_150 to 300 km is the distance to the
ionized column, and V is the meteor velocity.

We have observed recombination in three ways.

Wc first saw it in ionization curves derived as just

described. Figure 1 is an example. The digits

represent radar magnitudes derived from the

principal Fresne[ zone (left-most digit) and later

zones as observed at stations 2, 3, 4, and 6, all
corrected for diffusion in the interval since the
zone was formed. Recombination is sccn in the

upward slope of the first few digits for each

station; these show that the electron line density

appears greater when measured sooner after
formati_m, even after correction for diffusion.

(The later digits for each station show frag-

mentation.) It is not plausible that the ionization

curve should have a bump just after the principal

zone for each station, on this and on many other
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FIGURE 1.--An observed ionization curve, showing recombination and fragmentation. The circled

digits represent values from the principal Fresnel zones for stations 2, 3, 4, and 6. The follow-
ing digits represent values from the later zones at each station.

similar meteors. Some process that removes

electrons from the column for only a few hun-

dredths of a second is required, and recombination
suits.

HEIGHT MAGNITUDE DISTRIBUTION

Diffusion heights were computed from 13 672

meteors observed in 1962 to 1965 by using

Greenhow and Neufeld's (1955) profile (14).

Their result was chosen because it is in harmony
with atmospheric models, not because it seemed a

good determination. (We believe that their

statistical analysis is faulty because selection

effects were ignored.) Greenhow and Hall's
(1960) more careful diffusion measures are vitiated

by recombination, as we discuss later. The effect
of recombination on our diffusions is small for

many of the relatively faint meteors that we
observe.

We observe apparent diffusion at three to seven

different points on each meteor trail and combine

these values into a mean value of the diffusion

height at the maximum of the ionization curve of
each meteor. We also find an internal standard

error of that height, the apparent atmospheric
scale height, and its standard error. In the present

analysis, we use the errors primarily to eliminate
inconsistent and distorted data.

Figure 2 shows the distribution of diffusion

height at the maximum of the ionization curve,

as a function of the magnitude at the maximum,
for 10 163 meteors. Meteors whose standard error

in height exceeded 4 km or that yield an unreason-

able scale height have been omitted. True height

will differ from these diffusion heights by up to

about 3 km, depending on height and probably
also on time. True heights are not available for

these meteors; but diffusion heights are preferable

for the present purposes because we are examining
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Fi(_vRv. 2.--Diffusion heights at maximum ionization of 10 163 meteors, as a function of radar

magnitude at ma_mum ionization. The recombination limits are from equation (8). The

initial radius limit is shown for received voltage attenuations of 1/2, 1/10, and 1/100 (cor-

responding approximately to 1/2, 1/10, and 1/100 in number of meteors observed). Con-

sidering that the standard errors of these heights are 4 km or less, these are good fits to the

recombination limit and initial radius limit using Manning's initial radius.

effects that depend directly or inversely on at-

mospheric density, like diffusion, so that densitry

changes with time do not smear the diagram.
Our second observation of recombination is in

the lower bound to heights in figure 2. Figure 2

shows curves of M_,,,=35--2.51og_oq_m, using

Manning's and 0pik's values of r0 (exact values

from Southworth, i962) and t = 0.03s (an average

time for the center of the measured part of the
Fresnel pattern, for different velocities and lengths

of Fresnel pattern). The upper bound (eq. (10))

on observable radar magnitudes is well confirmed,
as is Manning's initial radius. 0pik's initial radius

is clearly disproved (for our magnitude range) by

the observation of many meteors far above his

ceiling in figure 2. The actual upper bound to our

observed heights is caused by diffusion, which

cuts off our observations at lower heights than
initial radius.

Attachment of electrons to neutral atoms or

molecules has bcen proposed (Davis, Greenhow,

and Hall, 1959) to explain an observed lower

bound on radar heights of bright photographic
meteors. Attachment cannot explain the lower

bound to height in figure 2, because attachment to
atmospheric atoms or molecules would give a

lower bound independent of magnitude, and

atmospheric species vastly outnumber meteor
atoms or molecules for these meteors. On the other

hand, recombination seems to be an adequate

explanation for Davis, Greenhow, and Hall's

observations. The importance of attachment
should be reconsidered with recombination taken

into account.
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Our third observation of recombination appears

in figure 3. This is similar to figure 2, except that

more stringent limits have been placed on the

scale height and on the standard error of the

height of maximum. The relative distribution in

figure 3 is essentially similar to that in figure 2

except that a band of meteors just above the
recombination limit has been eliminated. This

band represents the meteors where recombination

is large enough to disturb the consistency between

diffusion heights at different stations on the same
meteor.

FRAGMENTATION

If the meteoroid is not a single body but has

broken into fragments, the composite Fresnel

pattern of the group can be constructed as the

sum of individual Fresnel patterns. Differences in
fragment size will cause differences in deceleration

of the various fragments and Mll spread them

along their common trajectory. In the composite

Fresnel pattern of several or more fragments, this
corresponds to smoothing out the later oscilla-

tions; and in the ionization curves constructed

from observations and from single-body theory,

this corresponds to progressively fainter mag-
nitudes for the later Fresnel zones. This effect is

obvious in figure 1 and in a large proportion of

our meteors. It corresponds to fragment spreads

of the order of 50 to 200 m along the trajectory;

smaller fragment separations are below our

resolution. A more complete study of fragmenta-
tion will be made at a later date.

SYSTEMATIC ERRORS CAUSED BY

RECOMBINATION

Greenhow and Hall (1960) have made the most

careful attempt, to date, to observe atmospheric

density changes from study of meteors. They
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F[_ra_. 3.--Diffusion heights at maximum ionization of 4985 meteors as a function of radar

magnitude at maximum ionization. These meteors are a subset of the meteors in figure 2,

with standard errors in height of 2 km or less and with more closely restricted scale heights.
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measured diffusion from radar meteors as func-

tions of height (85 to 118 km) and time. Their

rate of observation and lowest observed height

show that they wcrc observing magnitudes near

the left edge of figure 2. It is not possible to correct

their published observations for recombination;

indeed, we could not correct more than a few if we

had their original data. However, we can recognize

the qualitative effects of recombination on their

measures.

Three of Grecnhow and Hall's principal results

are out of harmony with other measures of the

atmosphere: (1) the mean scale height was 9 km;

(2) the density at their mean height of 96 km

varied regularly through the day, _dth a minimum

near 0600 hours and a maximum near 1800; and

(3) the scale height varied regularly through the

day, _ith a minimum near 0600 and a maximum

near 1800. A priori, it is suspicious that these

variations should be in phase with the diurnal

variation of meteor velocities, where high veloci-

ties predominate in the morning and low velocities

in the evening. In fact, all three effects are readily

explained in terms of recombination: (1) their

mean scale height is too high because their lower

meteors were much affected by recombination and

their higher meteors hardly at all; (2) their

density at 96 km varied because the faster meteors

observed in the morning were observed sooner
after the column was formed, so that the measured
diffusion contained more recombination than the

slow meteors in the evening at the same height;

and (3) their scale height varied because the fast

meteors in the morning were higher, so that the

slope of the overall sample was less perturbed by

recombination, while the evening sample con-

F

7//

Y

log DIFFUSION

]?IGURE 4.--Schematic explanation of Greenhow and Hall's

results: AF--true diffusion; BF_iffusion plus re-

combinatinn in the evening; CF---diffusion plus re-

combination in the morning; GH--linear fit to evening

sample BE;/J--linear fit to morning sample DF.

(Southworth, 1967). With the Havana equip-

ment, we x_ll usually be able to recognize meteors

that have been affected by recombination; but we

will often be unable to correct for it, because most
of the recombination occurs before we observe the

meteor. Simultaneous observations with the image

orthicon and the radar are the best way to deter-

mine how many meteors arc missed or under-
valued because of recombination.

IONIZING PROBABILITY

sisted mostly Of meteors with appreciable recom- Theoretical treatment of ionizing probability in

bination. Figure 4 gives a schematic representation
of these effects.

SELECTION EFFECTS

Recombination causes a quite unexpected

selection effcct against bright, low meteors. Since

these are predominantly slow meteors, all existing
statistics on velocity distributions of radar meteors

have been significantly biased. The unrecorded

meteors are mostly in direct orbits near the ecliptic

plane, and it will also be necessary to revise

present calculations on meteor space density

meteors suffers from grave difficulties; the energy

levels are too high or too low for present tech-

niques, the physical processes are little knox,'n,

and the meteor composition is not knox_m. In

practice, the ionizing probability has been eval-

uated by comparing radar observations with

photographic or visual observations. Verniani and
Hawkins (1964) wrote the latest and most

thorough discussion, combining simultane-

ou_s radar-visual observations (Millman and

McKinley, 1956) _dth the handful of available

radar-photographic observations (Davis and Hall,

1963). They found a large scatter in the data
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but agreed on

3= 10 -_° v-4 (18)

for the probability that an ablated meteor atom

would be ionized (assuming that only meteor

atoms are ionized in the first instance), where

x;elocity v is in centimeters per second.

Unfortunately, recombination essentially

vitiates all existing determinations of ionizing

probability made by use of visual or photographic
meteors. If we extend the recombination limit

(using Manning's initial radius) in figure 1 to

greater heights, we reach magnitude +4 at 100 km

and magnitude +2 at 110 km, implying that
virtually all visual and photographic meteors are

affected by recombination to some extent. Of

course, this extension can hardly be quite correct;

the initial radius probably depends on magnitude,

and the early history of the ionized column

doubtless depends on the ratio of meteoric atoms

and molecules to atmospheric atoms and mole-

cules. Recombination depends very strongly on

both these factors. If, however, we guess that
(_pik's initial radius may bca better approxima-

tion for brighter meteors, we still find that most
visual and photographic meteors experience

recombination. Further, if we assume that we

know the initial radius and the physical processes,

a rcdiscussion of the observations considering

recombination is still unpromising because the

uncertainties in magnitude, and in radar and

optical height, make it difficult even to recognize

unrecombined meteors, and correction for recom-

bination is impossible. The most hopeful view is

that radar-visual observations of faint high
meteors may be little affected by recombination.

However, we retain uncertainties in the initial

radius and in the early history of the ion column;

the former uncertainty is an additional difficulty

for analysis of radar echoes from high meteors.

The only observational treatment of ionizing

probability made without use of optical observa-

tions was done by Evans and Hall (1955). They

conclude, using the slope of the height-velocity

curve and a theoretical height-magnitude relation,

that ionizing probability is independent of

velocity. This conclusion is invalidated by the

observed independence of height and magnitude,

as seen in figure 2.
If we assume that recombination is the only

significant effect omitted from past determina-

tions of ionizing probability, it appears that

equation (18) must represent a lower bound.

However, equation (18) might not be a poor

approximation if there were a self-selection effect

whereby recombining meteors tended to give

radar echoes below equipment-sensitivity limits
and thus tended to be omitted from statistics of

simultaneous observations. In view of the other

uncertainties dependent on magnitude (initial

electron radius, fragment spread, early history of

the column), we can conclude very little from the

data analyzed so far.

Simultaneous radar and image-orthicon observa-
tions are the only resource now available to us for

determining ionizing probability in our mag-

nitude range and for finding masses for our radar
meteors.

CONCLUSIONS

We have observed recombination in the ionized

columns generated by faint radar meteors (radar

magnitudes 6 to 9) as: (1) a rapid loss of returned

signal in the first few milliseconds after formation

of the column, before the slower decay caused by

diffusion; (2) an apparent absence of bright, low

meteors; and (3) anomalies in apparent diffusion
rates. Recombination at rates characteristic of

dissociative recombination of ionized atmospheric

molecules N: + and O2+ is completely consistent

with the observations. Since no other likely con-

stituent of the atmosphere or of the meteoroid has

a fast enough recombination rate, it appears either
that the molecules are ionized in the initial
formation of the ionized column or that there is

rapid charge exchange.
Recombination is a sufficient cause for the

differences between Greenhow and Hall's (1960)

diffusion measures and other atmospheric studies.

Manning's (1958) estimate of the initial radius
of meteor columns is much more nearly correct

than 0pik's (1955) for radar magnitudes 6 to 11.

Bright, low, slow meteors have been missed in

radar observations, so that existing statistics are

significantly biased. All past determinations of the

ionizing probability based on bright meteor
observations are invalid.
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